Ian, Sophie, Sam, & Evan are from the studio of Dr. Jeffrey Snedeker.
This recital is presented in addition to the requirements for the Bachelor of Music degree.

Four Corners Horn Quartet
Evan Hagen, horn
Ian Monahan, horn
Sophie Mortensen, horn
Sam Spicer, horn

Program

Horn Concerto
   III. Allegro moderato
      Sam Spicer, horn
      Aaron Hirsch, piano

Pavane for a Dead Princess
   Maurice Ravel
      (1875-1937)
      arr. by Mason Jones
      Ian Monahan, horn
      Martin Obrero, piano

Fantasy for Horn
   Malcom Arnold
      (1921-2006)
   Sophie Mortensen, horn

Concert Piece
   Camille Saint-Saëns
      (1835-1921)
   Evan Hagen, horn
   Mia Spencer, piano

6 Quartets for Horn
   Nikolay Tcherepnin
      (1873-1945)
   IV. Choeur Dansé
   I. Nocturne
   III. La Chasse

Quartet No. 2
   Kerry Turner
      b. 1960
   III. Hoe Down

Franz Strauss
   (1822-1905)

Maurice Ravel

Malcom Arnold

Camille Saint-Saëns

Nikolay Tcherepnin

Kerry Turner
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